IL CENACOLO
ITALIAN CULTURAL CLUB
Founded in 1928

Regular Thursday Meetings, Noon to 2:00 P.M.
San Francisco Italian Athletic Club
1630 Stockton Street (3rd floor), San Francisco, CA 94133
www.ilcenacolosf.org
“Il Cenacolo is an organization that preserves, enhances and encourages all aspects of Italian arts, language and culture
and recognizes the unique contribution of Italian heritage that is intertwined in the history and life of the San Francisco Bay Area.”

April 2020
Thursday, April 2, 2020
No Luncheon Meeting
Thursday, April 9, 2020
No Luncheon Meeting
Virtual Board Meeting*
(Zoom Meeting)
(*To attend, contact David Cobb)
Thursday, April 16, 2020
Open Session: Introducing Zoom
David Cobb
(Zoom Meeting)*
Thursday, April 23, 2020
“Law Enforcement in the 21st Century: Some History and Many Challenges”
Leo Pierini, President, California Law Enforcement Columbia Association
(Zoom Meeting)*
Thursday, April 30, 2020
“The Rediscovery of the Etruscans: A Retrospective”
Lisa Pieraccini, PhD, UC Berkeley, CA
(Zoom Meeting)*
This month’s programs arranged by Catherine Accardi.
(* Zoom instructions will be emailed the week of each meeting.)

from the desk of the president				

april

“CORONAVIRUS” …“COVID-19”…“PANDEMIC”…
“SHELTERING IN PLACE”…
My Dear Cenacolisti:
My, how this new lexicon has changed our world and our lives!
Here in California we have all been ordered to “shelter in place”
which for our Cultural Club means that our precious Thursday
Luncheons have been “suspended until further notice.” In fact,
the SFIAC, our usual meeting place, has also closed down “until
further notice.” Nevertheless, I believe that our camaraderie and
mutual purpose will endure through this plague.
FACING FUTURE
The Board of Directors, ever adapting to the times, is of one mind that a way for us to endure
and survive is through the use of the Zoom video-conferencing app. Many of you may already be familiar with it, but for those who are not, you should know that it allows for a large
number of people to attend meetings online from their very own computers! In a way, this
global catastrophe might be a kind of boon for Il Cenacolo in that, although we must forego
the excellent fare at the SFIAC at this time, members who have been hindered by travel can
now participate in the Thursday meetings, enjoying the presentations as well as socializing
with fellow Cenacolisti!
Our Vice-president David Cobb has been busy doing test runs and has arranged for us is to
conduct our first ever Virtual Board of Directors Meeting on Thursday, April 9. (As usual,
if there are members who would like to attend, please contact David Cobb.) On April 16,
we will have our first ever Open Session on Zoom, and David Cobb will be on hand to get
everyone up to speed. Thereafter, we will have live presenters on Thursdays, as usual! (See
following pages for more information).
So, to get back into the swing of things, I hope you will embrace the future and join us for
our first two Zoom presenters on April 23 and 30. First, Leo Pierini, with a brave and stellar career in Law Enforcement, and second, a long-time favorite, Lisa Pieraccini, who will
deepen, again, our knowledge of Etruscan culture.
SOME SAD NEWS
With great sadness I must relay that Mimi Kugushev, wife of former Board Member Alex
Kugushev, passed away this week. Our thoughts and prayers are with him.
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Continued

San Francisco Italian Athletic Club
Unfortunately, in the wave of economic shutdowns, SFIAC has found it impossible to make
payroll. So they had to make the heartbreaking decision to lay off all 34 of their employees,
including our dear server Maria, because of the COVID-19 pandemic. In an effort to help
them, the SFIAC management has set up an SFIAC COVID-19 Giving Campaign (see info
on following pages).
Here is an excerpt from the letter from Nick Figone:
Hi David,
I hope you are healthy and doing well considering the circumstances…As you can
imagine, the business is suffering greatly and I had to lay off all 34 employees due
to the shutdown, including Maria…The future is bleak for large event business
which is why the fundraiser is so important for the team…
Thank you for your support,
Nick Figone
Cenacolisti might consider donating tax-deductible amounts equal to what we would be
spending on our weekly Thursday luncheons ($40 each). That would go a long way to supporting those who have supported the Club so caringly. donate here
SOMETHING NEW
With time on our hands inside the house, what better activity than to rediscover our Italian
roots in the kitchen? We are launching a new column in the bulletin to share favorite recipes
called, “La Cucina Cenacolista,” spearheaded by 2019 Man of the Year, Chuck Stagliano.
Clearly, the premier recipe is not just a meal....it is love!
So, send in your favorite recipes of love here, with a story to go along if you like, and we
would be delighted to share them with your fellow Cenacolisti in “La Cucina Cenacolista”!
UPCOMING EVENTS
In regard to upcoming events, in an abundance of caution, we are taking it one week at a
time. So, as the proposed dates come up, we will be canceling or postponing them “until
further notice.” So, stay tuned.
Trusting that all of you are continuing to shelter in place and being safe, affectionately, DTG
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NEWSFLASH!

WEEKLY IL CENACOLO SPEAKER PROGRAMS WILL CONTINUE IN SPITE OF IT ALL !
That’s right, we will continue to have weekly speakers, starting the third week of April.
How is this possible? Here’s the PLAN:
We will do this with Zoom—an online video-conferencing
platform. You can join the meeting and be able to see and hear
everyone who is on the call. And they will be able to see and hear
you, too! All from the comfort of your own computer!
It’s really easy and also fun. You simply turn on the computer,
look for the email from the coordinator, and, at the scheduled
time, jut click on the link. On Thursday, April 16, we will have a
how-to Open Session, and David Cobb will walk us through.
Thereafter, we plan to have the meetings at noon each Thursday,
to keep the usual schedule, with a combination of social time and guest presentations.
Look for David Cobb’s detailed email instructions. So, grab a glass of wine and tune
in to the presentation—and the camaraderie!

Zoom

Thursday, April 16, 2020
OPEN SESSION: Introduction to Zoom
David Cobb

In this first Zoom Meeting, David Cobb will take the lead to make sure everyone can get
online, and to help iron out any little technical difficulties so that for the next week we can
all be fully up to speed to focus on the presentation and not on the technology. He will email
specific instructions and tips beforehand. If you have any concerns or questions you mail
contact him here.
After traversing the mini-golf gauntlet, the fun part is that you get to see all the faces you
have missed! It will put a big smile on your face! SEE YOU THERE!!!
For the curious, the adventurers and early adapters, you may find a preview of the Zoom
experience here.
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Zoom

Thursday, April 23, 2020
“Law Enforcement in the 21st Century: Some History and Many Challenges”
Leo Pierini, President, California Law Enforcement Columbia Association

Leo Pierini’s Law Enforcement career has spanned
almost 40 years. In the California Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation (CDCR) he has held the ranks of officer and
sergeant, parole agent, and agent/investigator and special agent,
and Special Deputy United States Marshal as a member of the
Regional Fugitive Task Force. He held positions on committees in
dealing with substance abuse and drug trafficking in California
Prison Institutions; was a member of the Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms Triggerlock Task Force and coordinated activities with
the FBI’s Fugitive Task Force; sat on the committee with the San Francisco Police Department
(SFPD) that focused on State Parolee issues and was the Parole Agent in Charge of Field
Operations for the Fugitive Recovery Enforcement Team (FRET) which consisted of law
enforcement personnel from the SFPD, the San Francisco Sheriff’s Department, the State
Parole Division and, at times, the FBI and ATF. Sat on the committee which set up the initial
requirements and duties for CDCR’s Parolee Apprehension Teams, which later became the
State’s Fugitive Apprehension Teams, elite units within the special OCS Division.
During his tenure as an agent for CDCR he is credited with effecting over 15,000 felony arrests,
a number believed to be unsurpassed in the history of the department. In the latter part of
2010, while attempting to effect an arrest of a homicide suspect in the American River Canyon
area of Northern California, he suffered serious injuries to his right shoulder and back. By
2012 he retired from the department as a result of those injuries.
Leo Pierini has been President of the California Law Enforcement Columbia Association since
2011, an organization promoting and supporting Italian-American Public Safety Officers. In
2018 he was named Honorary Carabinieri (Italy’s National Police Force) by the Associazione
Nazionale Carabinieri. This year he begun a four-year term as the 1st Vice President of the
International Police Association-USA Region.
Leo was born in San Francisco, CA to Italian immigrants from Marlia in the Lucca Region of
Tuscany, Italy. He and his wife Jennifer have four children.
Today Leo Pierini will discuss law enforcement in the 21st Century, the challenges of leading an
Italian American organization today and some history of fugitive recovery in law enforcement
in San Francisco from the early 1980s to 2012.
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continued

Thursday, April 30, 2020
“The Rediscovery of the Etruscans: A Retrospective”
Lisa Pieraccini, PhD, UC Berkeley, CA

How have we come to learn about the Etruscans? How
were they discovered and did their rediscovery impact
artistic trends of the time? By retracing the rediscovery
of the Etruscans, we can see a variety of ways in which
the Etruscans held a special place in the artistic imagination—one they continue to hold today.
Questions such as these will be answered by Dr. Pieraccini,
who has regaled us about Etruscan culture and mores at
several of our past Thursday luncheons.
Dr. Pieraccini is a professor and project director at the Del Chiaro Center for Ancient Italian
Studies at UC Berkeley. having received her PhD at UC Santa Barbara, she is a leading
much-published authority on Etruria. Don’t miss this opportunity to learn more about our
ancient forebearers!
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SFIAC Foundation
Giving Campaign
Sponsor our SFIAC Employees
As you know, the Club closed on March 16, pursuant to San Francisco Mandate. COVID-19 has
impacted all of us in so many unexpected and abrupt ways. At the SFIAC that has been particularly true for our employees - our chefs, bartenders, waitresses and dishwashers - who, prior to
COVID-19, came to work weekly, giving everything they had to keep our Club thriving and ensuring
our members and guests had a top notch experience at every event. With the temporary shutdown
of the SFIAC, we are unable to host any events, which means our employees have no work for the
foreseeable future.
This is where you can make a difference. Please consider sponsoring our employees as a tax-deductible donation. We will pool the funds together and distribute as a stipend to help our employees
during this hardship. We will update this site with your names as our generous donors
(unless you choose to be anonymous).
We have an amazing team at SFIAC and we are hopeful that when this is all over, we will be back up
and running, serving you as eagerly and graciously as we did before. We understand that many cannot support financially during this time; so, please keep us in your thoughts and prayers. Know that
we are exploring all available options from local, state, and federal sources at this time.
Thank you for your support. Please stay safe.
Bill Isetta, President, SFIAC Foundation and Directors Nicolas Figone, Tom Piro, Roberto Lombardi &
Randy BessoloGuido Perego, President, SFIAC and 1st VP Manuele LaTorre & 2nd VP Chuck CanepaAl
Casciato, President, IABA & Scott Bambacigno, Director, NBEC

donate here

La Cucina Cenacolista
Mamma Stagliano’s
Meat Balls & Spaghetti Sauce
Chuck Stagliano

When I was in college and living at the fraternity house, I had
the idea that it would be really great if the cook at the house
could learn how to make my mother’s spaghetti and meatball
dish, which I loved and sorely missed. While I certainly enjoyed
the southern cooking that we had at the house, I longed for
the familiar tastes from my mother’s kitchen. So I had the brilliant idea to ask my mother to write it up and send it to me. Of
course, there was no such thing as a written recipe, so she had
to write it as she prepared it, noting each step as she actually
did it. The result was a hand written page, with detailed instructions. She actually did it a couple of times, with some variations on the meatballs, but we opted for the shortened version,
shown here. Our cook did a great job, working with some ingredients that were not usually in her pantry. It became a regular
at the house.
When we graduated, my fraternity brother and friend, Jeff,
who had been the house manager, somehow ended up keeping
the original page with the recipe. I was unaware of this. Over
the years, we had stayed in touch, and one day he mentioned
that his wife had cooked up the dish and that they had put the
recipe in a cookbook from their church. This started a tradition,
whereby, every time they would make the dish, he would call
me and we would salute “Mama Stagliano.” Just recently, it occurred to me to ask him if he still had the original piece of paper
with the recipe. He did. It was folded in the church cookbook.
This past Christmas, he sent it to me in his Christmas card. Here
it is, in my mother’s handwriting, from 1960.
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Meat Balls & Spaghetti Sauce
1 large can tomato purée
1 lb. ground chuck
1 lb. ground pork

Empty purée into sauce pan
Add 1/2 can water
Add 1/2 tsp salt & pepper
1 tsp sugar
1 tsp sweet basil
Mix together with meat:
1/2 tsp salt & pepper
2 tsp grated Italian cheese
1 tsp parsley
1 clove garlic
2 eggs
1 cup bread crumbs

In skillet heat:
1 tsp Crisco.
Brown meatballs and place in
sauce.
1 medium chopped onion
Brown and place in sauce.
Cook about 2 hours.
Cook spaghetti (2 lbs), stirring
occasionally.
(Click here for printable PDF.)
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What’s Happening !
Sunday, April 23, 2020

Grapes & Grub

Martin Ray Vineyards & Winery
Suspended until further notice

Friday, May 8, 2020

Il Cenacolo Symphony Night
Cntact Ron Derenzi

Friday, June 19, 2020

Il Cenacolo Opera Evening
Contact Bill Dito

Thursday, June 25

Annual Meeting

at regular Thursday luncheon
(Members only please)

Sunday, September 13, 2020

Sal Reina Opera Outing
Contact Chuck Stagliano

Il Cenacolo at the Marin Italian Film Festival
Contact David Cobb
TBA

Second Annual SF Opera House Tour
TBA

December 4, 2020

Il Cenacolo Holiday Gala

la cultura italiana

Via Appia Antica
(The Appian Way)
This month’s essay is a bit different from my recent ones. At the suggestion of Cenacolista
John Shook, I have decided to write about one of the most important “roads” of the ancient
world. The Appian Way was constructed by the ancient Romans to connect Rome to parts of its
expanding empire. It has changed significantly through its two millennia of existence. It was
the site of important historical events, and today it serves as an important archaeological site
in addition to being an important destination for visitors to Rome and central Italy.
The few roads that led outside early Rome were Etruscan and went relatively short distances,
mainly to Etruria, about three miles from Rome. By the late Republic, the Romans had
expanded over most of Italy and were masters of road construction. Via Appia Antica (Appian
Way) was the ancient Roman Republic’s first long road, and later, during the Roman Empire,
it was strategically the most important long road in the entire Empire. The road was built
primarily for the purpose of transporting military supplies and troops. The Appia Antica
and other roads built during the late Republic and Empire began at Rome, where the master
itinerarium (itinerary or list) of destinations along the roads was located, and extended to the
borders of Rome’s domain — hence the expression, “All roads lead to Rome.”
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continued

The Need for the Appia Antica
Around 343 bc, Rome and Capua attempted to form an alliance, a first step toward closer
military cooperation between the two cities. Dense populations of Samnites, an ancient
people who lived in south-central Italy in the mountains north of Capua just north of the
Greek city of Neapolis (present-day Naples)
reacted with military force against the
formation of the alliance. In the First Samnite
War (343–341 bc), the Romans found they
could not move, support, or resupply their
troops in the field against the Samnites. This
was because between Capua and Rome lay
the Pomptinae paludes (Pontine Marshes),
a swamp infested with malaria. (The marsh
remained, despite many efforts over the
centuries to drain it, until engineers working
for Benito Mussolini in the 1920s and ’30s
finally succeeded in doing so, and created
agricultural fields for families uprooted by
the depression. However, the fields continued
to be infested with malarial mosquitos until
the advent of DDT in the 1950s.) There was
also a tortuous coastal road, Via Latina (Latin
Way) that wound between Ostia at the mouth
of the Tiber and Neapolis. This road followed
its ancient and scarcely more accessible path
along the foothills of Monti Laziali and Monti
Lepini, which tower over the marsh. A revolt
of the Latin League (an ancient confederation
of about 30 villages and tribes in the region of Latium near ancient Rome, organized for
mutual defense) drained Rome’s resources further, so they gave up the attempted alliance
and settled with the Samnites.
However, the Romans were only biding their time while they looked for a solution to the
movement and supply problems. The first answer was the colonia (colony), comprised of
settlers from Rome, who would maintain a permanent base of operations. The Second
Samnite War (327–304 bc) erupted when Rome attempted to place a colony at Cales in 334
and again at Fregellae in 328 on the other side of the marshes. The Samnites, who were now
a major power after defeating the Greeks of Tarentum, occupied Neapolis to try to ensure its
loyalty. The Neapolitans appealed to Rome, which sent an army and expelled the Samnites
from Neapolis.
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continued

Construction on the first section of Appia Antica began in 312 bc during the Second Samnite
war. The road ultimately achieved its purpose of giving a favorable outcome to Rome in the
war by allowing the Romans to concentrate their forces rapidly and to keep them adequately
supplied. Thus, the Romans were able to reverse their fortunes in a series of blows that
brought Etruria to the peace table in 311 bc and Samnium in 304 bc.
The Longarum Regina Viarum (“Queen of the Long Roads”) – as described by the Roman
poet Statius in his work, Silvae
Appia Antica was named for Appius Claudius Caecus, who
laid the first 56 miles of road and was responsible for not only
overseeing the first part of the project, but for masterminding
the whole idea. Caecus began his political career as a Censor (a
government official in the Republic). He was placed in charge
of the public purse, and was notorious for beginning public
works projects without first consulting with the Senate. Aside
from Appia Antica, he also ordered the construction of the first
Roman aqueduct, Aqua Appia (below), thus securing Rome’s
water supply. (In typical Roman fashion, as you can see, he
named both projects after himself)!
At first, it ran only approximately 135 miles from the center of
Rome (at the Roman forum) south-southeast to ancient Capua,
in Campania. (From Rome its course was almost straight
southward until it reached Tarracina (Terracina) on the Tyrrhenian Sea. The road then
turned inland to the southeast to reach Capua, 16 miles north of Naples). Around 244 bc, the
road was extended another 240 miles. From Capua, it ran east to Beneventium (Benevento)
and then southeast again to reach the port of Tarentum (Taranto). It then ran east for a short
distance to reach its final destination at Brundisium (Brindisi), a port city on the Adriatic
Sea in the Apulia region that was situated in the “heel” of Italy.
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continued

The whole project was completed by 190 bc. Built to withstand the ravages of time, Appia
Antica was constructed using clever Roman engineering methods and materials. Construction
started with a leveled dirt road averaging 20 feet in width. Upon this, small stones and lime
cement mortar were laid. (This was the first Roman road to feature the use of lime cement).
Gravel was laid upon this, and the gravel was finally topped with tight fitting, interlocking,
polygonal blocks of lava that were smoothly and expertly fitted together to provide a flat
surface. (The historian Procopius said that the stones were fitted together so securely and
closely that they appeared to have grown together rather than being manually fitted together).
The lava blocks formed a good traveling surface, and one that proved to have extraordinary
durability over the centuries. The road was cambered in the middle (to allow for runoff of
water) and had ditches protected by retaining walls on either side of the road.
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continued

While Appia Antica was initially built as a military supply route, the road has been the
battlefield for more than one important war. Perhaps the most well-known event on the
road involved the ex-gladiator Spartacus. In 73 bc, Spartacus led a slave revolt (The Third
Servile War) against the empire. This uprising was significant because slaves accounted
for about one-third of Italy’s entire population. It began when 70 slave-gladiators escaped
from a gladiator school, and over a period of two years they were joined by 120,000 others
willing to fight for their cause. During the revolt, small groups of the rebels traveled all
over Italy, raiding estates and towns. They also defeated several Roman legions. In 71 bc
while trying to escape from Italy at the port city of Brindisi, where Appia Antica ended,
Spartacus and 6,000 of his rebels unwittingly moved into Apulia-Calabria. Here, they were
trapped between two Roman legions formed by troops from around the whole empire. The
rebels were captured and the revolt was completely destroyed. As punishment, the Romans
brutally crucified every one of the rebels along a 125-mile stretch of Appia Antica from
Rome to near Capua.

“The Death of Spartacus” by Hermann Vogel (1882)
(1882)
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continued

Another important battle took place along the Appia Antica in 1943 during World War
II, the Battle of Anzio. The Allies were hoping to break a stalemate at Monte Cassino, and
landed on the coast of Italy at Nettuno (ancient Antium) which is midway between Ostia and
Terracina. They found that the place was undefended, so they made plans to move along the
line of the Appia Antica to take Rome, thereby outflanking Monte Cassino. However, they
did not do so quickly enough. The Germans occupied Mounts Laziali and Lepini along the
track of the old Via Latina section of the Appia Antica, from which they rained down shells
on Anzio. Even though the Allies expanded into the entire Pomptine region, they gained no
ground. The Germans counterattacked down the Appia Antica from the Alban hills in a
front that was four miles wide, but could not retake Anzio. The battle lasted for four months,
one side being supplied by sea (the Allies), the other by land through Rome (the Germans).
In May 1944, the Allies broke out of Anzio and moved up Appia Antica to finally take Rome.
The German forces escaped to the north of Florence.

Force dispositions at Anzio and Cassino January / February 1944
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More Recent History
After the fall of the Western Roman Empire, the road fell out of use for many centuries. Pope
Pius VI in the 1780s ordered its restoration. A new Appian Way was built parallel to the old
one in 1784 as far as the Alban Hills region. The new road was called the Via Appia Nuova
(New Appian Way) as opposed to the old section, which maintained its name, Via Appia
Antica. The Appia Antica close to Rome is now a free tourist attraction. It was extensively
restored for Rome’s Millennium and Great Jubilee celebrations during the 1990s. The first
three miles are still heavily used by cars, buses and coaches but from then on traffic is very
light and the ruins can be explored on foot or by bicycle in relative safety.
In 1951, the construction of the ring road around Rome, the Grande Raccordo Anulare
or GRA (Great Ring Road), resulted in the Appia Antica being cut in two. More recent
improvements to the GRA have rectified this through the construction of a tunnel under the
Appia Antica, so that it is now possible to follow the Appia on foot for about 10 miles from
its beginning near the Baths of Caracalla. Many parts of the original road beyond Rome’s
environs have been preserved, and some are now used by cars (for example, in the area
of Velletri). To this day, the Appia Antica contains the longest stretch of straight road in
Europe, totaling 39 miles. (The road inspired the final movement of Ottorino Respighi’s Pini
di Roma (Pines of Rome), a four-movement symphonic poem composed in 1924).
Present-Day Sites along the Appia Antica
Appian Way Regional Park-- an archaeological park covering about 10 miles of the Appia
Antica. The roadside views along the road have hardly changed since antiquity, with farmland
still filled with sheep as well as the mausoleums of Roman nobles, which once bore epitaphs
such as “I advise you to enjoy life more than I did” and “Beware of doctors: they were the
ones who killed me.”
The Church of Domine Quo Vadis, also called Chiesa di Santa Maria delle Piante (Church
of St. Mary of the Plants)—is in the second
mile of the road. It was built in 1637 on the
site where legend has it that Saint Peter
met Jesus while the former was fleeing
persecution in Rome. According to the
legend, Peter asked Jesus, “Lord, where are
you going?” (Latin: Domine, quo vadis?).
Jesus answered, “I am going to Rome to be
crucified again.” (Latin: Eo Romam iterum
crucifigi). After this encounter, Peter
turned around and returned to Rome,
where he was subsequently crucified upside
down.
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Catacombs—Roman law forbade the burial of bodies inside the city. So, burial sites and,
for the wealthy, mausoleums were located especially along the Appia Antica, since it was
the major road leaving Rome. Along or close to the part of the road closest to Rome, there
are three catacombs of Roman and early Christian origin and one of Jewish origin. Also,
during times of persecution, persecuted religions held their religious services in secret in
the catacombs. Today, one can visit several catacombs, the most famous of which are the
Catacomb of Callixtus (below), the Catacomb of Saint Sebastian, and the Vigna Randanini
Jewish catacombs.

Other Sites—Porta Appia (Porta San Sebastiano), which is the gate of the Aurelian Walls;
Tomb of Priscilla; Hypogeum (or ancient underground burial site) of Vibia; Circus of
Maxentius; Tomb of Caecilia Metella; Roman baths of Capo di Bove; Villa dei Quintili,
with nympheum (a grotto with springs dedicated to the nymphs), theater, and baths; Villa
of Publius Clodius Pulcher (in the Villa Santa Caterina, owned by the Pontifical North
American College, where many US Catholic priests have been developed); Tres Tabernae
(Three Booths); Villa of Pompey; and many other places.

Adapted by James J. Boitano, PhD from: Bible Study website; Encyclopedia Britannica website; Hengel,
Livia. “A Brief History Of Via Appia Antica, Rome’s Oldest Road.” The Culture Trip website, October 15,
2016; Perrottet, Tony. “The Glory that is Rome.” Smithsonian Magazine website, October, 2005; Rome.us
website; What a Life Tours website; and Wikipedia.
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